cate the girls in the east. He said the women who teach school are teaching in a large sense because they are bound to teach.

Mr. Ragsdale said the Legislature should establish this school, because the people are ready for and ask for it. The best people in the East are asking for better teachers, and by establishing this school the Legislature will bless hundreds of young women who will rise up and bless North Carolina because the State has blessed them. Not one single dollar of the public money is appropriated for any institution for the white people east of Raleigh. If this condition of affairs continues to exist he was afraid the people of the East would do something they ought not to do. There is so much desire for this school, he said, it may be that for every dollar North Carolina will give, the town or county may give two. North Carolina has nothing, he said, that can bring her better results than the establishment of this school.

Representative Jackson.
Representative Jackson of Room-